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Improvements for existing airports?
By WAYNE FAULKNER
Editor-in-chief

$5 or $6 million to upgrade Tri-State Airport ;
$3,440,000 to upgrade Kanawha--these are the

figures given by respective airport managers for
improvements in the planning stage and those just
finished .
The improvements consist of runway extension to
6,500 feet at Tri-State with a 1000 foot overrun and
the glide slope system . The improvements at
Kanawha consist of improved approach path,
reinforced concrete on the runways, and new radar.
The improvements at Kanawha have been finished.
The cost of a regional airport at the Midway site
has been put at $22.6 million. This figure includes all
facilities--terminal, 8,400 foot runway, access road,
all safety facilities .
Runway extensions at Tri-State and Kanawha will
still force load restrictions on jets landing at the
airports. They will also keep larger jets from
making profitable landings at the airports, which in
effect, will still leave the southern West Virginia
area isolated from the rest of the country by direct
air routes.

One of the things that justifies the expenditure of
$22.6 million is the improved air service and addition of direct routes to major cities as reported by
E. S. Preston and Associates, Ltd., Midway consultants.
Recently Eastern Airlines made drastic cutbacks
in service to the area--especially Tri-State Airport-where there is only one flight left (a jet with load
restrictions) .
If a regional airport were established the combined passenger demand for direct flights to major
cities would make it profitable for the present
airlines and others too to schedule flights.
Since Kanawha's location has been called
"unacceptable" by the Airline Pilots Association
(ALPA), and the cost of expanding•Kanawha to
adequate standards in runway length would be very
large, the best site for a regional airport is the
Midway site.
Actually the Midway airport, costing $22.6 million
could save money as compared to the upgrading of
another airport to similar facilities .
Presently there are direct flights from Huntington to Cincinnati, Louisville, Chicago, New
York, Norfolk, Richmond, Washington, Charleston

and Roanoke, and Pittsburgh.
Charleston has far more direct flights. They include the above plus Atlanta, B.altimore, Boston,
Cleveland, Columbus, Hartford, Indianapolis, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia and Charlotte.
However, there is only one flight available in
many of these cases, and most do not have non-stop
service.
What happens when you want to go to Seattle,
Montreal, Miami, New Orleans, Phoenix, Denver,
St. Louis, Tampa, Quebec, Minneapolis, Salt Lake
City, Dallas, Memphis, Bermuda, Jamaica?- What
happens when you want to go to just about any city
and not have to make time-eounsuming connections? What happens is you have to go to an
airport that serves a larger number of people, one
that is adequate to land any jet without load
restrictions.
So when tax payers spend $22.6 million for a
regional airport at Midway they are paying for
more than just adequate facilities. They are paying
for convenience, safety, economy in flights, and the
ability to fly from one place to another without
having first to go through Pittsburgh or Cincinnati.
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Board recommends
•
two appointments
ByCHARLESH.FERGUSON
Staff repqrter

New directors of admission and student financial aid have been
recommended for approval by the Board of Regents, according to
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, director of student personnel programs.
Dr . Curris said James Harless bas been recommended for
director of admissions as a replacement for Dr. Brian O'Connor,
killed in the Nov. 14 airline tragedy.
He said Dr. Richard Mund was recommended to be director of
student financial aid succeeding Frank Julian , now acting dean of
students.
Both recommendations, made by Dr. Curris and approved by
Acting President Dr. Donald N. Dedmon, may be on the agenda for
discussion at the Jan. 12 meeting of the Board of Regents .
Harless has vacated his positiQn as counselor and director of
freshmen programs . Dr. Mund was former assistant director of
admissions.
Dr. Curris said both vacated positions would be filled as soon as
possible.
Harless, an instructor of education, was the first director of the
Logan Branch of Marshall University when its doors were opened
in 1963. He served in that position until 1967 when he was succeeded
by John Arnold. He moved to the main campus to become assistant
director of admissions .
Dr. Mund came to Marshall in August, 1970, as assistant director
of admissions after completing doctorate work in higher education
at the University of Denver.
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Billups recommended
to fill director vacancy
By ANGELA DODSON
Staff reporter
ancl
GARY RAMSEY
News editor

An Army lieutenant colonel
has been recommended to be
the new director of the Student
Relation Center to succeed
Homer Davis, who resigned in
October.
Recommended by a special
selection committee to Dr.

Donald N . Dedmon , acting MU
president, was Lt. Col. Marvin
Edward Billups of Charleston .
Billups was named by the
committee in a meeting
Tuesday afternoon , and according to committee member
Howard Henderson , Huntington
senior, the decision was partly
due to Lt. Col. Billups '
organizational skills .
The committee had interviewed three candidates,
according to Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, director of student

position.

Adopted procedure
•
•
1n need of review
By NEAL BORGMEYER
Staff reporter

The withdrawal procedure
adopted this semester is "in
serious need of careful review,"
according to Dr. A. Mervin
Tyson, vice president of
academic affairs.
The policy adopted this term
which allows a student to withdraw from any class until the
next to the last week of regular
classes regardless of the grade,
and get a W instead of a WP or
WF is, according to Dr. Tyson,
"undoubtedly affecting the
academic quality of the institution."
Dr. Tyson said the academic
deans and the Academic
Planning and Standards
Committee will examine what
the procedure is doing to the
academic program.

He said' U1e inve,,ti~ators ..yill
study the ''number, circumstances and purposes of the
withdrawals." Dr. Tyson said
the number of withdrawals this
semester is in "excess of
previous semesters," but that
the exact number will not be
known until all of the data is
collected.
"New procedures frequently
are considered experimental
and are often reevaluated", Dr.
Tyson pointed out.
The- present withdrawal
policy will, according to Dr.
Tyson, be modified in the
future, but he added that he did
"not wish to return to the policy
of FIW which was neither
necessary nor proper."
Dr. Tyson explained that
those students who withdraw
next week will either receive a
Wor a WF depending upon their
performance up to that time.

personnel programs.
Thursday
the
recommendation was still pending
approval according to Dr .
Dedmon who \old the Parthenon , "I haven 't received the
official recommendation of
anyone's approval. When I do
receive the committees'
recommendation with the
approval of Dr. Curris , I see no
reason why I won 't be able to
approve it. "
Billups is in the process of
retiring from the U.S. Army and
is now stationed in San Francisco, Calif. where he is working
with the ROTC program .
According to the selection
committee he should begin
work at Marshall within five to
seven weeks or sooner if
possible depending upon his
date of release from the Army.
According to his wife he
presumably will accept the
She said he was interested in
the job because he likes to work
with young people and, "This is
what he always wanted to do."
Lt. Col. Billups was educated
at Parker High School in Birmingham, Alabama of which he
is a native and at Tuskegee
Institute. He has also worked on
his masters degree at Marshall .
Billups has been in the Army
for 23 years and during that
time he has served two tours in
Germany, attended Command
and General Staff College in
Levinworth, Kansas and has
been stationed extensively·
over the United States.
.
Billups is a member of Omega
Psi Phi social fraternity which
is predominately for Negro men
and has been active as a
member of the Human Rights
Society of Dunbar.
He and his wife have lived in
Charleston for four years with
their four daughters, Michelle,
23, Jeannen 18, Deanna 14, and
Lynn 13. According to Mrs.
Billups if the family moves to
Huntington it will not be until
the summer.

·an

Two Points# ·

Bob Depathy displays his
patented 18-foot jump shot in
Marshall's 119-76 victory over
Morris Harvey.

•

Letter to the editor
TO 'nlE EDITOR:

1be Thundering Herd won
again Wednesday night. The
student body lost. That gives the
basketball team a 5-0 record
and the students an 0-5 record.
1be students were in competition with townspeople for
seats.
1be student section of seats at
MemOl"ial Field House was
filled to overflowing long before
the 8 p.m. starting time for the
Marshall-Morris Harvey game.
Students who could not find
seats in the student section
migrated to the opposite
bleachers on the west side of the
Field House. This section of
seats is reserved for people who
buy tickets at the door.

As the ticket holders claimed
their seats, the students were
then forced to seek seating
elsewhere. The general admission seats on the north end
were filled rapidly leaving
many students without seats.
Some students were lucky to
find vacant seats in the upstairs
reserved seat section which
were not being used by their
season ticket owner.
The remainder were left
delegated to find standing
room. Finally when the game
started, there were students
sitting or standing in every
available space.

PAUL GILLETTE
Huntington junior

Greek events slated
for coming weekend
Activities ranging from TGIFs to formal dances highlight the
Greek's weekend events.
Kappa Alpha Order will TGIF with Phi Mu sorority Friday afternoon at the Varsity.
Pi Kappa Alpha will have an
informal dance Friday from 9
p.m. to 1 a .m. at the Guyan
Social Club with music by the
Esquires.
Delta Zeta sorority will have

Good
Morning
WEATHER

MOSTLY SUNNY today
with temperature in upper
!l>'s and 10 per cent chance

of precipitation. A low
pressure area may bring
rain and snow by Saturday,
according to National
Weather Service.
SATURDAY

CONFESSIONS FOR THE
Catholic Community will
be heard - at 5 p.m. and
Mass will be held at 6 p.m.
in the Campus Christian
Center.
COFFEEHOUSE WILL be
held at 9 p~. with Stephen
Fair,
McMechen
sophomore, coordinating
the service.
SUNDAY

MASS WILL BE held at
9:45 a.m. and 5 p.m.· at the
Campus Christian Center.
COFFEE HOUSE will be
held at 10:15 a.m .
UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP will be
conducted at 9:45 a.m. by
Bernard F . Cleveland,
associate professor of
social studies.
UNIVERSITY SERVICE
of Worship will be held at
10:45 a.m.
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a winter formal Friday at 9 p.m.
at the South Point, Ohio,
Holiday Inn with music by
Pegasus.
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority
will have a house party Friday
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
A retreat for Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority will be Friday
from 8 p.m. to Saturday 3 p.m.
at the sorority house.
Sigma Kappa sorority will
have a winter formal Saturday
from 8 p.m. to midnight at
Ashland Armory. Music will be
provided by Appalachian
Mainline.
A winter formal for Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity will be
Saturday from 8 p.m . to midnight at Riverside Country
Club. Music will be provided by
Rush.
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity's Founder's Day will be
highlighted with a cocktail hour
Saturday at 6 p.m., followed by
a banquet at 7 p.m. The Teke's
formal will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a .m. at the Uptowner with
music by Pegasus.
Zeta Beta Tau fraternity will
have a "Wine and Cheese
Party" Saturday from 9 p.m. to
midnight at the ZBT house.
Phi Mu sorority will have a
retreat Saturday from 9:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at St. Cloud's.
An Alpha Sigma Alpha
alumnae tea will be Sunday at 2
p.m. at the sorority house.

Observance
requested
Accademic Planning and
Standards Committee
Tuesday heard a request
from
the
Marshall
University Veteran Club
asking campus recognition
and
observation
of
Veteran's Day.
The club, which was
represented by Joseph
Drummond,
Huntington
senior, offered three
proposals which could
apply to the day:
1. That
it
be
scheduled as a regular
holiday.
2. That students be
given the option of either
attending or not attending
classes and that there
would be no penalty for
those who did not attend.
3. That a portion of the
day be given over to the
students when no classes
would be held to enable
them to attend an observatioo of the day either
on or off campus.
No action was taken by
the committee on the
motion.

Conflid forms
must be filed
AU student employees
must fill out a Conflict of
Interest Statute and return
it to the Financial Aid
Office, room 124 Old Main,
by Monday (Jan. 11),
according to Terry L.
Myers, financial aid officer.
Failure to file the form will
result in the employee
being suspended without
pay.

Improved health
•
•
services coming
By ROGER DYER
Staff reporter

"Wheels are turning" at the
Student Health Center, according to Dr. Russell P. Hall,
director of student health
services.
"We will soon have the bid out
for an emergency vehicle,
better utilization of available
space is being made, studies for
the changing of the entrance are
being made by an architect and
we have added another student
assistant," he said.
Bids are to be opened next
Thursday for the emergency
vehicle. It is to be an extended
type station wagon with frosted
side glass and to have Marshall
University markings, according
to Dr. Hall.
Vehicle equipment is to include a unit which contains a
resuscitator, an inhalator, an
aspirator and oxygen. A cot
with a foam mattress, a
stretcher and a jumpseat will
also be part of the equipment.
Twin emergency lights, an
electronic siren and a public
address system will be among
the warning systems on the
vehicle.
In the past, students needing
transportation to the hospital
CORRECTION

A headline appearing in
Thursday's The Parthenon
incorrectly stated that speech
laboratories are not required
when the story actually
referred to a requirement this
semester that the Department
of Modem Languages does not
require lab attendance this
semester. The story had noUung
to do with speech laboratories.

have been taken there in
building and grounds vehicles,
personal cars of the health
center staff and in students'
cars, Dr. Hall said.
"Campus police will probably
man the vehicle and will be
trained in first aid by the
American Red Cross," he said.
Office and storage space has
been rearranged in the center to
allow room for four beds to be
set up for students who need to
lie down or to be observed for a
short time.
Before health center longer
hours can be possible the entrance of the health center must
be changed so the health center
can be open while the rest of the
building is closed.
A consulting architect is
studying this and other changes
in the structure of the health
center.
Another student assistant has
been added to the staff

BUGGED?

DOES year situation 'bug'
you!. Are you unhappy with

wbat you are doing! A
BUSINESS CAREER may
be yGUI' answer-you could
be Na■cy Taylor success
story if you act now-pick
your field. Airliaes-rashioalegal-medicat.executfve ·
secretarial ra.ahionmerchandislng-Nancy
Tavlor Charm.
Call - Come In Or Write

Career College

536 Fifth Ave.
Ph. 529-24~1

Batteries
not ind

COMMITTEE TO MEET

The Student Conduct and
Welfare Committee will meet at
3: 15 p.m. Monday in the Student
Personnel Conference Room,
according to Dr. Clarke F.
Hess, chairman, and professor
of education.

~mJaN'l'IIEWSPAPER
Established flf6
Full-lHsed Wire to The Associated Press
Entered as second class matter, May 2,, 1f45, at the Post Office at
Huntington west Virginia 25701, under Act of Congress, March I, 111,.
Published Tuesday, WNlnesday, T11ursday and Friday during school yHr
and wffkly during summer by Department of Journalism, Marshall
University, 16111 StrNt and Jrd Avenue, Huntlngten, West Virginia 25701.
Off-campus -.,blcrlptlon rate 54 per semester, plus SO cents tor each
summer term. All full time students paying student activity services fN
are entitled to copies of The Parlllenon.
STAFF
Wayne Faulkner
Marti Vogel
Jeff N•lllan (June 11, 1950-Nov. 14, 1970)
.
Chuck Landon
Tommie Denny
Rick Banks, Leslie Flowers, Patti Kipp,
Gary Ramsey, John Wilson
Jack Seamonds
Chief pnotograpller
Sarah MIiier
Graduate assistant business manager
Anita Gardner
Assistant business manager
John Hendrickson
Gr■iluate assistant news production
Dr. Thomas McCoy, Carl Denbow
Faculty adviHf'S
Editor-In-chief
Managing editor
Sports editor
In charge of sports
Editor, editorial page
News editors

-

Just apples. Ripe, rosy apples. Tart. Sweet. With a crisp,
flaky crust. McDonald's Hot Apple Pie. <?omes completely
assembled in a handsome 91ft box.

!}A

MCDOnald"S

Fifth Avenue at 21st Sheet
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Lecture series
attracts experts
By DAVID ZEIGER
Feature writer
"Students should get a chance to hear other men speak besides
the Dr. Moffats or the Dr. Aldreds." This statement was made by
Dr. Charles H. Moffat, chairman of the Department of History. He
was referring to the three lecture series which Marshall University
has.
"The chief purpose is to bring to our campus people who have
distinguished themselves in the department of history, but they are
other than those of our own department. Students should have a
chance to hear speakers from some of the real prestige schools."
"Student suggestions have been and will be welcomed," Dr.
Moffat said.
He said students with suggestions usually talk to Professor
Robert F. Maddox, coordinator for the Price-Haynes-Bankers Life
Lectureship, one of the three series. "Phi Alpha Theta (National
History Honorary Fraternity) and Mr. Maddox work together," he
said.

JOE FARRELL IN CONCERT WITH MU STAGE BAND
Final activity in January band clinic

HEINER LECTURESHIP SERIES

Farrell to highlight music clinic
Joe Farrell, professional
musician, and the Marshall
Stage Band will present a
concert at 8 p.m. Jan. 16 in
Smith Music Hall.
The concert is open to the
public at no charge. It is the
final activity in a day-long band
clinic. The clinic is primarily
for music educators, but music
students will be admitted to the
activities at no cost.
The clinic is "sponsored by
the Marshall Department of
Music as a service to graduates
of MU and other teachers in the
music field," said Joel D.
Folsom, assistant professor and
director of the clinic.

Folson said the purpose of the
clinic is "to assist music
educators in doing a better job
of teaching."
Registration is at 9 a.m. "A
Jazz Improvisation" with Joe
Farrell and Trio is at 9:30. The
trio consists of Paul Jennings,
piano; Jerry Bailes, bass, and
Mark Wade, drums. At 10:30
a.m. is "Organization of the
Stage Band" with Jack Horner,
clinician, at 11:30 a.m. Jerry
Johnson, clinician, will present
"Motivation in Jazz and the
Stage Band."
The afternoon activities include: 1: 30 "The Professional
l\jusician" with Joe Farrell;

WMUL Highlights
FRIDAY:

"The Great White Hope," and
selections from the soundtrack
album "Cromwell."

4:30 DAY OF INFAMY: Half
hour documentary on the
Japanese attack at Pearl
Harbor.
7: 55 HIGH
SCHOOL
BASKETBALL: Huntington
High vs. Huntington East. Jim
Foy does the play by play,
9: 45 ROCK: Terry Richards
and the sound of folk/ rock.

1 :00 SUNDAY
CONCERT
HALL: Three hours of the best
in classical music.
9:00 GOLDEN MOMENTS : Mike Kirtner plays the top
100 hits of the year 1970.

SATURDAY:

MONDAY:

9:30 a.m. THOSE GOLDEN
OLDIES: Jimmie Valentine
with the sounds of the sixties.
2:00 METROPOLITAN
OPERA: Live from New York
a performance of "Orfeo Ed
Euridice."
5:30 AUTISM
IN
PERSPECTIVE: First of a three
part examination of a childhood
disease often mistaken for
mental retardation. The series
is produce<J by WOR-FM, New
York and won the coveted
Major Armstrong award. Mrs.
Ruth Sullivan of Huntington,
immediate past president of the
National Society for Autistic
Children, is a guest on the
series.
6:30 SATURDAY NIGHT AT
THE WORLD: Tonight an
interview with Lawrence
Turman, producer of the 20th
Century Fox motion picture

1: 30 POTPOURRI Contemporary music, woman's report & a
motion picture report. Ellen
MacPhee is the hostess.
5:00 PULSEBEAT NEWS: A
:,vrap up ~f the days happenings
m the nation, state, city, and on
the campus.

SUNDAY:

Brazelton to speak
The PEM Club of Marshall
'university will sponsor an
appearance by Ambrose E.
Brazelton.
Brazelton will speak Thursday, January 14 at 7 p.m. in the
Women's Gymnasium.
A former lecturer at the
University of Akron, Brazelton
is a past president of the A:kron
Physical
Education
Association, and recipient of the
1963 Valley Forge· Freedoms
Foundation Teacher's Medal.

2: 30--a panel discussion on
"Why is the Stage Band
Necessary," with Moderator,
Folsom and Panelists Joe
Farrell, Mel Gillispie, Jim Andy
Caudill, Jerry Johnson and
Jack Horner; 3: 30--Literature:
Stage Band, Jazz and Rock,"
with Folsom, clinician, and 4
p.m.--a closed concert featuring
Joe Farrell and the Marshall
Stage Band.
"Joe Farrell has made his
name in jazz-rock and aventgarde scene," said Folsom.

Report favors
lwo-year college
Will West Virginia soon be
adopting a new statewide twoyear college system?
The task of researching and
improving the state's two-year
college needs was accepted by
the Board of Regents in early
1970.
The Regents asked the
Southern Regional Educational
Board (SREB) to compile a
report on two-year college
needs in the state. The report
came out in favor of the state
adopting a statewide community college system.
What is a community college?
Is this the only two-year college
system the Regents are considering? How will a, new
system affect the state, Marshall and other colleges?
In a three-part series, The
P,arthenon feature writer
Kathleen Bergeron, Gulfport,
Miss., sophomore, will answer
these and other questions
concerning aspects of the SREB
report.
The first of the series on the
state's present two-year college
set-up and alternatives offered
starts Tuesday in The Parthenon.

GUYAN

New-·

Rebuilt525-8173

·411 Richmond St.
Guyandalte

OLDEST LECTURE SERIES

The oldest series is the Price-Haynes-Bankers Life Lectureship.
Dr. Olman Hamilton, professor of history at the University of
Kentucky, was its first speaker, in 1969.
The second lecture came in February or March of 1970, according
to Dr. Moffat. Dr. Thomas D. Clark of Indiana University was the
speaker. He lectured on "The Changing South" and "The Heritage
of the Frontier."
Dr. Clark spoke at a banquet at the Uptowner Inn where new
members of Phi Alpha Theta were initiated. Four hundred dollars a
year is the budget for his series.
"The public is invited to all of these," Dr. Moffat said. "I always
send in an article about it to the city editor."
Dr. Moffat said The Parthenon is always given an account of
speeches and in the past, local television stations have presented
some of the speakers.
Other campuses have similar lecture series . For instance Ohio
University has its Kennedy Lecture Series. It is sponsor~ by
Edwin and Ruth Kennedy of New York, former trustees of the
University. William Harlan, professor of sociology and anthropology, is the chairman for this series.
Ohio University also has a James Lecture Series, named for a
former president of the University, which is relatively inactive.

THE

you

brings

the

AUTO PARTS
Used..

The Heiner Lectureship Series is sponsored by Earl W. Heiner,
president and owner of Heiner's Bakery, Inc. Dr. Allan Gould,
professor of history, is coordinator of this series, which presented
Dr. Louis R. Harlan on Dec. 4.
Heiner gives the Department of History $500 each year, which is in
turn presented to the speaker. He gives the speaker meals and a
place to stay while he is here, but he must provide his own transportation. Speakers in the past have been housed in Prichard Hall.
Another series is the Twentieth Street Bank Lecture Series,
sponsored by B. C. McGinnis, bank president. The series is
beginning its second year. Dr. Frank Aldred and Dr. David
Woodward, professors of history, are coordinators.
Speakers are presented twice annually. One of last year's
speakers was Dr. Harry Williams, professor of history at Louisiana
State University, whose biography of Huey Long won him a
Pulitzer Prize. Dr. Williams was also recipient of the National Book
Award in history, for 1970.
At the same time Dr. Williams spoke at Marshall, he canceled
other speaking engagements due to ill health. He made only one
other appearance, which was at a college in Mississippi.
Twelve hundred dollars is given each year for the Twentieth
Street Bank series. The money is divided evenly among each of the
two speakers.
The other speaker was Dr. Sidney Fisher of Ohio State University
and director of the Middle Eastern Institute. Dr. Fisher lectured in
February on the Arab world, entitled "Arab Nationalism" and
"The Importance of the Middle East in American Foreign Policy."
Dr. Aldred and Dr. Woodward are now in the process of
negotiating with speakers for his year's series.

.
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STRANGLER
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Housemothers change
:,..... .

By SUSAN WOOD

Feature writer

The term housemother is
becoming rather outdated as
the image changes from that of
an older woman to a young lady
just out of college. Such is the
case with Miss Sbaron Tudor,
Fayetteville graduate student.
Miss Tudor finds that being
housemother of Prichard Hall is
an experience which is
enlightening and very helpful in
her graduate field. Miss Tudor
is working on a masters degree
in counseling and guidance. "I
feel I get more practical experience than with an ordinary
job, more so than if I would
have taken some other job," she
said.
After attending Marshall
University for one semester last
spring, Miss Tudor discovered
there was an opening in the
dorm. "At first it was just a way
for me to get my masters, a way
that I could work and go to
school at the same time. Now,
I'm finding out what it's like to
be a supervisor, and also other
things that will carry over into
my job," she explained.
Before coming to Marshall
University, Miss Tudor attended Wake Forest University,
Winston-Salem, N.C . for one
year and spent three years at

Georgetown
Univ-::rsity,
Georgetown, Ky. In working
with the administration at MU,
she has encountered favorable
results.
"I almost hate to give this job
up, because I feel I can stay in
contact. I think we realize that
today there is so much emphasis on youth. One advantage
is that the people I am working
with are very open to
suggestion. The people in
student personnel are the kind
of people you can talk to about
your problems," she said.

problems, and that makes it
look bad on me," she added.
When asked what improvements she feels could be
made, Miss Tudor replied, "I
think that as much as possible,
dormitories should move
toward the idea of girls being
more responsible for themselves. I'd like to think they
would take the responsibility. I
don't think they do things to
rebel against me, but they tend
to disturb other people. That's
what bothers me most-girls
who make excessive noise and
disturb other people."

The fact that she is a student
has helped rather than hindered
Miss Tudor. ''The only thing
Miss Tudor has found enunique about me," she excouragement
in her field with
plained, "is that I am dating
like the rest of the girls. You are the job experience. "I think that
still trying to find yourself in now I'm realizing how much I
college, and I am still trying to don't know. I now see the need
find myself. I feel that maybe for what I have learned, and I
the girls are more willing to want to learn more, now that I
have had the experience," Miss
come and talk to me."
Miss Tudor feels that her Tudor explained.
greatest problem has been a
Miss Tudor hopes to pursue a
lack of total communication.
"What bothers me most is the career in the same type of work.
fact that there are some girls "I would like to teach for a
that I haven't been able to while, just because everyone
communicate with. I wouldn't says 'you don't know how to
say I can't, but I haven't been teach because you have never
able to as yet. I sometimes have taught.' Eventually, I would
trouble seeing their viewpoint. like to be a counselor in some
Very few have come to me with capacity." she concluded.

Appalachian historian's wife at MU
By GRACE JANE MOORE

Feature writer

The scene was a joint floor
meeting in the women's wing of
South Hall dormitory, and the
topic of discussion was dormitory rules ranging from the
sign-in and sign-out policy to
. visitation privileges . Almost
everyone seemed to have a
question, mcluding the lady
sitting amidst! the pajamaed
and curlerM co-eds .
"What ah'out husbands?" she
asked .
Everyone turned, stared and
then laughed when they saw the
twinkle in the lady's eye.

"Who is that?" askeu
someone.
"Her name is Mrs. West, you
know, the wife of Don West.
He's the guy known as the
People's Poet," answered
someone else.
Being the wife of Appalachian
historian Don West,
a
descendant of President John
Quincey Adams, a talented
artist and the mother of two
creative daughters are only a
few of the things which make
Constance West, former Constance Adams, a most unusual
person to find in a university
dormitory .
Mrs. West, an art teacher on

leave from the Baltimore, Md.,
County Board of Education, is
attending Marshall to take
classes which she says interest
her,
including
painting,
weaving and figure drawing.
She chose to attend Marshall
because of its nearness to
Pipestem, location of the Appalachian South Folklife Center
established three and a half
years ago by her husband.
The Center, 75 miles north of
Charleston, was founded by the
Wests to be a place to revive
and preserve mountain culture
as well as restore the selfconfidence of the mountain
people.

By JULIE MERCER

Staff reporter

New dean
spea·ks to
•
•
organ 1zat1o·ns

Speaking to campus organizations is just
one of the facets of Mary Louise "Weezie"
Gallagher's job as assistant dean of students
in charge of special programs.
Miss Gallagher, who spoke to Sigma Kappa
sorority Tuesday at their bi-monthly standards program, explained that her title is not
"Dean of Women." "The role as Dean of
Women is gradually becoming out of date,"
she said.
Instead, Miss Gallagher said that her duties
include areas at Marshall that have
previously remained untouched; such as
commuter and married students' problems,
and special drug and sex programs.
She is especially interested in getting tapes
pertaining to the latter two programs
available for dormitories and Greek
organizations. "For instance," Miss
Gallagher said, "what are the options of an
unmarried pregnant girl who must make
many monetary decisions?" The tapes are
designed to meet needs such as this, along
with other relevant problems.

After meeting at Lin~oln
Memorial
University
in
Harrogfite, Tenn., the Wests
were married while still in
school. From that~ time they
have planned and 'saved for the
Center, said Mrs . West.
When they began teaching,
one salary was saved for their
dream and the other used to live
on. They had $75,000 set aside by
West's retirement when they
began to seek a location for the
Center.
They found Pipestem, in
Summers County, which they
thought scenically beautiful and
ideal for their center "to keep
alive the good things in Appalachia," said Mrs. -West.

Miss Gallagher is presently contacting
faculty members as prospective program
speakers in the drug and sex area.
Poor student attendance to campus
programs was another problem discussed at
the sorority meeting. To this, Miss Gallagher
said, "If you are going to program for a
college population, it's not bad if only ten
people show up. If the program is worth going
to, the word will get around. You have to
accept the idea that the group size may range
from ten to 100. If only four people show, then
that's four people to ·talk to."
One of the final topics discussed during the
informal program was the recent issue of
sorority recognition on campus. Many
members questioned the alternatives if
Greeks are not recognized as campus
organizations. Miss Gallagher said that the
possibility is that if an organization is not
recognized, it cannot use university facilities,
it is not considered a student group on.
campus, and cannot advertise on campus.
Finally, the question was raised by Miss
Gallagher as to whether a sorority's role
today is that of a "little junior league," or
"something that does change and adapt to
time."
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Inflation got you?
Try food stamps
In case you're confused as to what constitutes
a household, it's relatively simple. A three
person household is any three people, they don't
have to be related, living together.
But, you students living in dorms can't qualify
because a few other things, such as cooking
facilities, rent and utility bills are taken into
consideration. If you live in an apartment,
however, and meet the basic requirements you
can usually qualify for food stamps.
The amount paid for the amount received
varies with the net monthly income.
For instance, a two member household can
pay a minimum of $1 and the maximum of $36
and get $56 worth of food stafhps. A three
member household's minimum-maximum is
$1.50 and $66 and they get $84 worth of food
stamps. A four member household's minimummaximum is $2 and $82 and they get $106 worth of
food stamps.
Grimn, a Marshall graduate, said, "Food
stamps help the college student meet his food
needs thereby leaving money for other incidentals necessary in college life."
He added, "I could sure have used them in
college."

By MIKE STARN
Feature writer

How often have you heard your mother say,
"Food prices are outrageous"? Pretty often, I
bet.
You've no doubt also heard people talk about
tho!ie college students always trying to beat the
draft. Well, they might not be able to beat the
draft but a number of them are beating the rising
cost of food.
Students living in apartments have found it
pays to pay less.
According to Dale Grimn, eligibility and
service supervisor for Cabell and Mason County
welfare offices, approximately 35 Marshall
students go to the Cabell County Welfare Office
every month to pick up their food stamps. That's
right, food stamps!
Since most students are unemployed or make
very little a month, they can usually qualify for
food stamps.
For example, a three person household not
having over $230 net monthly income and not
having over $1500 in resources can usually
qualify for food stamps.

European study
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News editor

If you have always wanted to

study in Europe but felt you
couldn't because you're not a
language major or can't afford
it, the perfect opportunity might
be right under your nose.
For the past two years
Marshall has been a member of
the Regional Council for International Education (RCIE),
a group made up of representatives from 31 different West
Virginia, Ohio and Pennsylvania colleges. The Council
sponsors two study programs in
western Europe--in Basel,
Switzerland and in Verona,
Italy.
The RCIE Study Year Abroad
in Basel, Switzerland is now in
its sixth year. Basel is located in
the north western part of that
little country, where France,
Germany and Switzerland
intersect, and it is not necessary
that a student know German
before going.
In fact, the only requirements
are that the student have at
least junior standing when he
goes abroad (some exceptions
are made to this), that he have
at least a B-plus average and
that.he be able to meet the costs
of the program.
The European-American
Study Center, as the school at
Basel is called, operates
basically the same as American
universities. It is on the
semester system and has all the
trimmings of term papers, tests
and so forth.
Each student is required to
carry 15 hours a semester or, he
may take fewer hours and
enroll in a course at the
University of Basel or work on a
special project under the
supervision of the dean.
Besides the academic aspect
of the Study Year Abroad

and travel aspects.
Each student lives and takes
his meals with a Swiss family.
This is probably the most
beneficial part of the program.
It provides the opportunity to
learn and adjust to the Swiss
way of life and to use German
on an everyday basis.
Most Basel alumni agree that
the real learning and benefit
from the Study Year Abroad
comes from the Swiss family,
friends and the travel.
Besides the two field study
trips, the school also organizes
a ski week during semester
break in the Swiss alps.
Basel is also an excellent
place to begin sight seeing. The
second largest city in Switzerland, it is home of several
chemical firms and breweries-two of the largest industries of
Switzerland.
A program similar to that
offered in Basel is offered in
Verona, Italy. The Study Center
there will begin its second year
next fall. The main difference
is, of course, Italian is taught
instead of German and the
students probably eat more
spaghetti than Wienerschnitzel.
The basic structure of the
program is, however, like that
in Basel.
Cost of the RCIE Study Year
Abroad is $2490. This includes
round trip fare from New York
to Basel, tuition, room and
board and two field study trips.
For more information about
the programs contact Harvey L.
Saunders, acting crean of arts
and sciences and campus
liaison for RCIE, Dr. A. Mervin
Tyson. academic vice president
and campus RCIE dean or Dr.
Mahlon C. Brown, professor of
social studies.
Don't pass up the opportunity
to study abroad. Believe me, it
will be a year you '11 never
forget.
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MU 1azz

new addition
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By PATTY HEIB
Feature writer
It looks as though the world of jazz is
going to have some unexpected competition from the newest regular addition to the University music family,
the Marshall Stage Band.
"We're not exactly Count Basie's
Orchestra," says Joel Folsum,
assistant professor of music, director of
the group, "but we try to do our best
when we perform."
The band is composed of sixteen
young men who are participating on a
volunteer basis simply because of their
interest in music.
Those in the trumpet section are
Steve Varney, lead trumpet; D. J.
Graziani, jazz trumpet; Ray Richardson, third trumpet; Gary Harris, fourth
trumpet; and Scott Vingle, fifth
trumpet.
The saxophone section is made up of
Allen Jarrell, lead alto; Steve Thomas,
jazz tenor saxaphone; Arlie Turner,
baritone saxaphone; and Robin
Romanek, jazz tenor saxaphone.
The trombone section is composed of
Ted Lohr, first trombone; Joe Patton,
second trombone; Cantrell Miller, bass
trombone; and Randy McMullen,
fourth trombone.
The rhythm section is made up of
Mark Wade, drums; Jerry Bailes,
piano; and Paul Jennings, electric bass
guitar.

The band, which began on a regular
basis last year under Folsum, plays for
many high school assemblies
throughout the area. Among these
schools are Vinson, Fairland, Huntington High, South Point, Chesapeake,
and Rock Hill.
"Actually, the band is a kind of lab
experiment to help better prepare
qualified teachers and to help those who
are going into professional work," said
Folsum.
"We also encourage improvisation
which is what jazz really is. The boys
participate because they enjoy what

wey re uomg. However, because its not
just cut-and-dried, it requires a certain
amount of self-discipline from the boys
themselves."
"For instance, we have no regular
time for practice. Usually we spend
around two and a half hours a week
during our lunch hour. Sometimes
we've even practiced 'on Sundays and at
midnight sessions."
"We play a lot of arrangements by
big name stars of the past generation
such as Count Basie, Duke Ellington,
Buddy Rich, Stan Kenton and also
contemporary music by Blood, Sweat,
and Tears and Doc Severinsen.
"But we also use some original
material composed by members of the
group. Paul Jennings and Ray
Richardson have composed and
arranged some of our music. In fact, all
of the members are encouraged to work
on their own material."
"This band is a non-credit activity
and not a requirement for music
majors. It is open by audition and
original members of the group elect
new ones by secret ballot. The competition is really stiff because auditions
are held every semester and the
members must keep at least a 2.0
average."
Folsum also said, "The music
department is one of the most important public relation tools the
University has with the exception of the
Athletic Department. When we play, we
are representing MU so we try to look
our best. We all dress uniformly in
black suits and colored shirts and ties.
"It probably provides more services
than any other department, not only
through performances, but often the
faculty is asked to perform at many
community functions with no charge. In
addition, it also sponsors in-service
clinics for band directors in this area
and their students."
He added, "This is a service which
represents the entire University and
something everyone can be proud of.
We hope we can interest more
musically-inclined students."
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Herd to meet Broncos

MU'S GARY ORSINI TIPS IN TWO POINTS OVER MORRIS
HARVEY'S JIM FOUT
Other MU players are Blaine Henry (32) and Bob Depathy (22)

Swimm.ers hopeful
By LARRY HURLEY
Sports writer

Varsity swimmers will be
trying to break some existing
school records this weekend
against Ashland <Ohio) follege
and Kent State University, says
Coach Robert Saunders.
Herd swimmers will be at
Ashland at 7:30 p.m. today and
travel to Kent State Saturday
for a 2 p.m. meet.
"We hope to come back, if not
with a victory, with some new
records. We are shooting for
some new times in the medley
relay, the freestyle relay and
the 200-yard butterfly. ~
"There's also an o,,utside
chance David Beakes carr get a
new record in the 1000-yard
freestyle."
Saunders said a big factor in
the Saturday afternoon encounter with Kent State is their
diving. "Kent State has excellent diving. However, I think
we can make some good
showings in the backstroke,
butterfly, breaststroke and the
individual medley."
Expected to carry the load in
the distance events are John
Zook,
Columbus,
Ohio,
sophomore; Jim Bartmess,
Cincinna_ti, Ohio, sophomore,
and Dave Beakes, Clarksburg
junior.
Swimming
the
middle
distance events are Greg
Broxterman, Cincinnati, Ohio,
·sophomore;
Bob
Schmitt,
Cincinnati. Ohio, freshman;
Tom Gardner, Cincinnati, Ohio,
freshman; and Ralph Gardener, Cincinnati, Ohio, jumor.

'Day of Infamy'
"Day of Infamy," a half hour
documentary on the Japanese
attack at Pearl Harbor, will be
broadcast at 4:30 p.m. today on
WMUL-FM.
The 26 minute special includes voices and sounds of the
time, interviews with the men
who were there, and comments
by the two Japanese officers
who mapped the attack.

Sprint swimmers expected to
see action are Jeff Pratt,
Columbus, Ohio, sophomore;
Rick Houvouras, Huntington
junior; and John Carenbauer,
Wheeling sophomore.
A co-captain will be named
each week on the basis of
performances in meets and in
practice. David Beakes,
Clarksburg junior, was recently
elected team captain.
"The co-captain is more of an
hbnorary thing. It will give the
swimmer extra points for
awards at the end of the
season," Saunders said.
He added, "We hope to have
two awards. An award for the
most outstanding swimmer,
and one for academic work and
swimming."

Marshall's Thundering Herd
will put its six game winning
streak on the line Saturday at
8:00 p.m. when they meet
Western Michigan University at
Kalamazoo.
MU will be led by potential
All-American Russell Lee who
is averaging 28.1 points per
game following a 31 point
performance in Wednesday's
119-76 victoi'y over Morris
Harvey College. Lee also leads
the Herd in rebounding,
averaging 14.0 grabs per game.
Western Michigan's probable
starting line-up will be John
Sperla and Ernest Pettis,
guards, Chuck Washington and
Jim Patterson, forwards and
veteran Earl Jenkins is · the
center.
All the starters with the exception of Sperla are averaging
in double figures with Pettis
leading the way with 15.7 points
a game.
Earl Jenkins and Chuck
Washington lead the Broncos in
rebounding, averaging 11.9 and
10.0 respectively.
Rebounding has been Western
Michigan's strong point thus far
this season, as it is averaging
62.9 rebounds a game. The
Broncos are also ranked among
the nation's leaders in grabbing
missed shots.
This could be one of the
Herd's strictest tests of the

season, as its only loss occurred
when they were outrebounded
by LaSalle College.
MU's cagers are averaging
57.3 rebounds a game.
Following two consecutive
100-point-plus victories, the Big
Green is averaging 96.0 points a
game, compared to Western
Michigan 81.0 points per contest.
Meanwhile, the Herd hit high
gear for the second game in a
row in rolling over Morris
Harvey College.
The total of 119 points and the
43 points victory margin are
MU highs against Morris
Harvey.
Marshall's previous high was
115 points in a 115-76 victory in
1956. The Herd's previous
highest victory margin was 42,
in a 62-20 win in 1936.
Morris Harvey led once in the
game when Bobby Wesley
converted a three-point play
with 19: 27 remaining in the first
half.
Marshall broke the game
open in the first half, as they
outscored Morris Harvey 14-2 in
the final 3:08 of the first half.
Marshall had its finest
shooting night of the season as
the MU cagers hit on 28 of 43
field goals for an eye-opening
65.1 percentage in the first half.
However, they "cooled off" in
the second half and finished

Veteran coach interviewed
Jim
Snyder,
veteran
basketball coach at Ohio
University, confirmed in a
Parthenon interview Thursday
that he has been interviewed by
the Athletic Committee and is a
candidate for the athletic
director position.
"Nothing unusual occurred at
Thursday's meeting of the
Athletic Committee," according to Dr. Hunter Hardman, chairman, and professor
of mathematics.

coach and athletic director.
Dr. Hardman said the
committee "has been meeting
three times a day for the past 10
days, and Thursday's meeting
could be called a part of regular
processes."
He said a candidate was interviewed Thursday but no
other action was taken toward
naming either a coach or
athletic director.

with a 59.8 percentage.
Meanwhile, Morris Harvey
was wilting under the Herd's
half-court press tactics and shot
a meager 35.1 per cent from the
floor for the game.
Enjoying his finest game in
his first varsity campaign was
play-maker scorer Mike
D'Antoni.
D'Antoni hit 12 out of 17 field
goal attempts, six from 20 feet,
was the second leading Herd
rebounder with nine and still
found time to deal out 12 assists.
Blaine Henry also played a
fine game, chipping in with 24
points.
Morris Harvey's 5-11 guard
Bobby Wesley led all scorers
and rebounders with 33 points
and 11 rebounds.
"There wasn't anything I
liked," said Morris Harvey
basketball mentor Rick Meckfessell.
"They whipped us real good,
and we let them," he continued.
"We can never beat MU
unless we play over our heads
and catch them on an off night,
but I didn't come down here to
be beaten by 43 points," he
added.
Meckfessell also commented
that injured center Henry
Dickerson "may possibly be
ready for the January 16
rematch with Marshall, but not
likely."

I

i

Classified

Europe: $219 round trip.
Deposits are due Feb. 15
MARSHALL GROUP FLIGHT
Box 3169 Huntington 25702

Early reports circulating on
campus Thursday said the
committee had been called into
an emergency session, possibly
for the naming of a new football

FRENCH TAVERN RESTAURANT
For a study break, try the
French Tavern. We provide
food for thought.
For Reservations
Phone 42!1-!1027.
Open 4 to 10 p.m.--Sunday 12
1..--,;,-• noon to 10 p.m. Closed Monday.

.

2349 Adams Ave.
On Route 60 West
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MU in 4-in-1 meet i*
~

Michigan
State
before
Christmas break and should
offer the stiffest competition.
Coach Sager hasn't heard
much about Eastern Michigan,
but he does know that they have
a 6--0 record and should be real
tough. Bowling Green will be in
their first match of the season
Saturday.
Marshall's wrestlers are 3-1
on the season and have three
men with four wins and no
losses in Pat Riggs, Parkersburg junior, in the 142 pound
class;
Roger Diederich,
Baltimore, Md., senior, in the
158 pound class ; and Greg
Archer,
Toledo,
Ohio,
sophomore, in the 167 pound
class.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
"All three of these men, says
A five-player women's Sager, have recorded two falls
basketball clinic will be held and two decisions."
Sager has special praise for
from 9 a .m. to 3 p.m. Saturday
Diederich who he says, "has
in Gullickson Hall.
The clinic, under the direction done a real fine job." Diederich,
of Donna Lawson, women's along with his two pins, won
basketball coach and women's each of his decisions by more
physical education instructor, than 10 points.
Diederick, however, has his
will have activities such as
conditioning,
fundamental work cut out for him Saturday
when he meets the number two
drills and skills.
Mr. Dale Craycraft, coach at wrestler in the nation in the 158
Ceredo-Kenova High School, pound class. Bruce Trammel,
will be present to cover team
offensive
and
defensive
strategies faced by a coach.
Clinic participants will be
MU's
women's
varsity
basketball team and 20 high
school women from various
parts of the st;ate. Spectators
are welcome.~
The Marshall Little Herd
VOLLEYBALL
walked over the Morris Harvey
· Jayvees 106-59 Wednesday night
Independent-dormitory
in a game which resembled a
division of women's intramural half court pick-up game in
volleyball ended Wednesday Gullickson Hall.
night with no. champion
The unusual twist was added
declared due to the number of when three MH players fouled
forfeits.
out of the game, leaving the
The original schedule for Jayvees with only three
· independent-dormitory
players. Fouling out were Jim
volleyball had been abolished Buckalew, Darrell Lilly and
because of the small number of Dave Shapiro.
participants and a new schedule
Danny D'Antoni, frosh coach,
had been set up before then pulled two Little Herd
Christmas for those interested Players out, making the game
and present for games.
even again. The three-on-three
The new schedule had the teams completed the closing
same problems ~with forfeits minutes of the game.
and Tuesday and Wednesday
The Marshall Frosh got an
night's games all resulted in early lead over the Jayvees, 51double forfeits except for one 25 at the half, and contirtued to
game. Prichard Hall defeated add to the lead in the second
Laidley no. 2, 15-3 and 15-4 half.
Tuesday night.
The game scoring and
rebounding were lead by Andy
MEGAPHONE SALE
Frederiksen, Marshall's 6-9
Proceeds from the sale of center from the Virgin Islands,
megaphones at the MUIT with help from Lyle Monroe, 16
tournament have reached
approximately $250, according
Little Herd in
to David Brooks, Huntington
graduate student.
By ERNIE REED
The sale which was jointly
Sports writer
sponsored by ODK, mens
leadership honorary aRd the
Marshall's Little Herd will
MU Veterans club, will continue compete today and Saturday in
until the remaining 2,500 are the Shrine Memorial Freshman
sold, according to Brooks. Thus Basketball Tournament at
far 2,500 have been sold.
Russell, Ky .
All proceeds of this first
BUS CHARTERED
annual tournament, held at the
Big Green Band Majorettes Russell High School Gym and
will sponsor a chartered bus to sponsored by the. Ashland, Ky.,
the Charleston Civic Center, El Hasa Shrine, will go to the
Saturday, Jan . 16, for the Marshall Memorial Fund.
Morris Harvey-MU basketball
Eastern Kentucky Univergame, according to majorette sity, East Tennessee State
JoanL. Townsend, Logan junior. University, - Ferrum Junior
The bus will leave MU College and Marshall freshmen
Science Hall parking lot at 6 :30 will compete for the champ.m.
pionship.
Round trip tickets, including
Eastern Kentucky , coached
game tickets , are $6 per person .
They may be purchased from by Jack Hissom , ended the 1970
the majorettes or in Smith Hall with a 7--0 record , one of the best
Lounge at these times : Wed- in the school's history.
East Tennessee, under Coach
nesday , Jan . 6, 12 :00-2 :00 p.m.;
Thursday, Jan. 7, Friday, Jan. Larry Castle, a former Ashland,
8, and Monday, Jan. 11, 9:00 Ky., high school basketball star,
ended 1970 with a 3-1 record .
a .m . - 2:00 p.m.
Coach Mike Sager puts his
grapplers to what he believes
will be their toughest challenge
of the season at 6 p.m. Saturday
at Ohio University.
The
Thundering
Herd
wrestlers will be facing two
unbeaten teams in Ohio
University
and
Eastern
Michigan along with Bowling
Green in a quadrangular meet.
Ohio University, who ranked
ninth in the nation last year,
knocked off the number two
rated team in the nation,

Briefs

Diederich 's foe from OU, placed
second in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) competition last year.
This year, Trammel won his
division at the Sunshine Open in
Miami, Florida where about 200
games gathered over Christmas
break.
Coach Sager appears pleased
with the way his grapplers have
come along this season. He also
feels that the fans have supported~ team well, "I'm real
pleased with the way the
students have supported the
team."
Sager recalls an incident at
the beginning of the season in
Marshall's opening loss to
Defiance College. "A fan came
up to me after the game, says
Sager, and said Coach you've
lost one and you've won one."
"I was a little confused with
what he meant, says Sager, but
then he went on to say that there
had never been this many
people at a Marshall wrestling
event before."
Sager knows that his
wrestlers are facing three good
teams Saturday, but he says,
"Strong competition is always
good for a team."

Seating problem
to be discus.sed

A meeting to discuss
.,....- more
seating
accommodations at the field
house is today between Ed
:
Starling, acting athletic
director and Michael Gant,
student body president and
Huntington junior.
Mr. Starling said he saw
a seating problem coming
in the first two games. He
said he understood how the
students felt when they
"'-- asked him why they
.,....couldn't get tickets for
;
Wednesday nights game.
"I understood how the
students felt and we're with
......_ th
ll
em a th e way," sta rling
said, "but we have no
control over the seating
problem."

i
*
.,....*

a*

He said they were
working towards a way to
accommodate
more
students.
"'-.
Many comments were
.,....- made by students. "I was
incensed!"
was
the
comment by Billie R .
Helson,
Madison
sophomore, when she was
told at the ticket office in
the Athletic Department
that the student tickets had

i*

L•1ttIe Herd crus hes *
.,. . MH J a yv e es 106 - 5 9 *

al~:~~ b~~~J~~~sout~ere
"'-- turned away Wednesday
because all the student
tickets had been given out.
"'-- Students are asking at the
.,....- Athletic Department why
points, Jerry Stritholt with 15
they couldn't get a ticket .
points and Greg Imperi and
Gary Dudley netting 13 each.
Coach D' Antoni attributed the
win to Marshall's ability to
control the boards better, which
helped them out rebound Morris
Harvey 73-43.
D'Antoni also said that his
"Rip 'N Snort. . .Shoot That
team moved the ball better in Star .. .Bend the Line. If these
the fast break, one of the team's terms are familiar to you, you
major problems in the begin- are invited to attend a square
ning of the season.
dance Sunday night from 7-9
"I didn't expect such a big p.m. in the women's gymwin," he said of the 47 point nasium.
margin.
Miss Donna Lawson's 3:30
rhythmic activities classes are
Morris Harvey Jayvee Coach having the square dance. Other
Bill Robinette commented that women's physical education
his team "just didn't play well." classes have also been invited.
Harry Mills, a professional
He also attributed his loss to the
lack of talent on the team, and square dance caller in Hunnoted that, 'We are just going to tington, will call the dances.
Several square dance club
have to recruit."
Coach D'Antoni and the Little members of Huntington are also
Herd will travel to Ashland, expected to participate.
Ky., to participate in the Shrine
Memorial Freshmen Basketball
tournament today at 7 p.m .

*

when they had already paid
their-activity fee.
Jim Hodges, ticket
manager, said students
were given 2,300 tickets
and they were all given out
and that students would
have to buy tickets to .attend the Morris HarveyMarshall game. He said he
could sympathize with the
students, but there was
noth ing he could do.
Another student comment was from Georgia
Applegate, Beachwood,
N.J .. J·unior, "I paid over
$50 to see three shows, one
football game and one
convocation. I'd be willing
to pay at the door rather
than have them take
money from me for acti vi ties which I don't
choose to attend. The one
game I wanted to see
Wednesday night I wasn't
able to see."
Kathy Mollette, Red
Jacket sophomore, said,
"This is an unfortunate
situation but I feel
something must be done to
improve it. If we are going
to have to pay student
activity fees we should be
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and the Pat Paulsen incident show how unfair it is
fbeorcastuusdeenwtse todopna'yt thaliws afeeys
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get to see what we've paid .,....for."

***..***********1'*
Women's rhythm class to
hold square ~ance Sunday

memorial tourney
The Little Herd, with a record
of 2-5, is fresh from a win·
against Morris Harvey JayVees
Wednesday night.
D' Antoni feels that if the team
remains consistant, "we'll give
anyone a good game. Wednesday night we played a good
game and won by a bi score."

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

New furnished apartments
for second semester.
Walking
distance
of
Marshall. Call 522-4413
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

10% DISCOUNT
TO

STUDENTS

AND
FACULTY
. .. WITH I.D.

~~~

3rd Avenue & 9th Street . Huntington , W.Va.

Miss Lawson said anyone who
had had the rhythmic activities
class or who was familiar with
square dancing is welcome to
come.
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'The Rimers of Eldritch'
to be special-effects play
By BECKY DIAL

debuting in University Theatre, theatre" technique used in so
Kearns said.
many contemporary plays,
Bruce Greenwood, instructor Kearns said.
The University Theatre's of speech, is technical adviser
Special effects involve
production of Lanford Wilson's of "Rimers" and designed the "projections
and
some
"The Rimers of Eldritch" will multi-level set and special ef- mechanical effects we've never
be performed Jan. 13-16 at 8:15 fects used to produce the "total tried," Kearns said.
p.m. in Old Main Auditorium.
Students will be admitted by
their activity cards and faculty
members 'by "director-incheck," according to William G.
Kearns, associate professor of
speech and play director. All
other admissions will be $1, he
PREVIEW
said.
Nine of the seventeen roles
will be played by students
Staff reporter

SNEAK

Films announced

MU

•
awarded science
grant

The
National
Science
Foundation has awarded
Marshall University a grant of
$48,967 for support of the 1971
institute in physics and physical
science for secondary school
teachers.
Dr. Donald C. Martin,
chairman of the Department of
Physics and Physical Science,
is director of the institute which
will be conducted June 14 to
July 16, and July 19 to August
19.
The institute will train high
school physics teachers to use a
new teaching system developed
at Harvard University, explained Dr. Martin.
Some objectives of the
program are to improve the
subject matter competence of
teachers and to empha.size the
role of teachers in motivating

Sophomor~

to live -, dorms
Recently, many sophomores
living in Greek housing
received letters stating that
they must move back into the
Marshall University dormitories.
Warren Myers, housing'
director, said that when cards
from his office were matched
with those cards of freshmen
and sophomores in the
Registrars office in the computer, tpose whose cards did not
match ID numbers were sent
letters. If students were approved for housing outside the
facilities of Marshall, they
should contact the housing
office.
Myers said that with 4000
freshmen and• sophomores,
there is always some error.
Myers also stated that no
exceptions will be made for
. students moving out of the
dorms and moving into Greek
housing during mid-semester.

students to consider careers in
science.
Teachers attending the institute will receive graduate
credit which can be used toward
master of arts degree in
physical science education or
for certification requirements.
Thirty teachers will attend
the institute, most of them
coming from West Virginia and
surrounding states in the Appalachian region, Dr. Martin
said.

The schedule of films to be
shown by the Student Union
Programs Board for the second
semester has been announced
by Miss Nancy Monk, Huntington freshman and Cinema
Arts Committee chairman.
"Butch Cassidy and the
Saundance Kid" will be shown
Feb. 19 to start the schedule for
the second semester, to be
followed by "Goodby Columbus" March 5 and Camelot
March 26.
April 2 is the date for "The
Fox" followed by "The Sterile
Cuckoo" on April 16. The last
scheduled movie for next
semesteris ''If''tobeshownMay
21.

In addition to the scheduled
movies, a number of "classic
film festivals" are now in the
planning stage, according to
Miss Monk. These festivals , if
arrangements can be made,
will feature the works of such
stars as Humphrey Bogarte and
Laurel and Hardy.

TOMORROW NIGHT
7:15 p.m.

OME AS EARLY AS 5:05 OR AS LATE AS 7:15 AND SEE THIS
REAT SNEAK PREVIEW PLUS ...
OUR REGULAR FEATURE ...

Not that it matters. but most of it is true.
20th CENTURY.FOX PRESENTS

PAUL NEWMAN
ROBERT REDFORD
KA11tARINE ROSSri

BOTCH CASSIDY AND
THE SUNDANCE KID
PANAVISION'~ COLOR BY DELUXE

BOTH FEATURES RATED "GP"

PALACE .
FREE PARKING AFTER S P.M.

We've Moved
to 527 20th Street
well stocked with
all art supplies

[!lombia
[e]aint and Decorating
Senter
phone 529-3094

Tournament slated
Pairings for the Twin Towers
East pool tournament have
been posted in the dormitory's
game room. The tournament is
scheduled to begin Monday
(Jan. 11).

free parking

,.

